US Congress fails to agree to boost stimulus checks
Republicans on Thursday blocked an effort to amend the hard-won pandemic relief
package to more than triple direct payments to struggling Americans, something
demanded by President Donald Trump.

ANDREW CABALLERO-REYNOLDS In a brief Christmas Eve session, House
Democrats failed in a bid to increase relief payments to people struggling to survive
the pandemic
After months of partisan bickering, legislators late Monday finally approved a $900
billion stimulus package to help families and businesses struggling to survive the hit
to the economy from the coronavirus before millions lose their benefits.
The legislation includes one-time payments of $600 to most taxpayers, but Trump
dropped a bombshell on the celebrations this week, hinting he might veto the bill
unless the amount was increased to $2,000.
Democrats, who have been pushing for months to increase pandemic support, cheered
his statement, and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi challenged Republicans to support an
amendment to boost the dollar amount.
The Democrat-controlled House of Representatives held a Christmas Eve "pro forma"
session, normally a brief affair with little business, in an effort to win bipartisan
approval to send the revised payments to Trump's desk for signature.
But Republicans refused to agree to the change.
"So we do not have unanimous consent," said Michigan Democrat Debbie Dingell,
who was acting as speaker pro tempore.
Pelosi immediately lambasted Republicans and vowed to call the House back on

Monday to approve the amendment in a regular session.
"Today, on Christmas Eve morning, House Republicans cruelly deprived the
American people of the $2,000 that the President agreed to support. If the President is
serious about the $2,000 direct payments, he must call on House Republicans to end
their obstruction," she said in a statement.
"House and Senate Democrats have repeatedly fought for bigger checks for the
American people, which House and Senate Republicans have repeatedly rejected."
High stakes battle
The stakes are high, especially if Trump vetoes the bill: About 14 million jobless
workers will lose their pandemic unemployment benefits right after Christmas, and
millions more face losing their home when an eviction moratorium expires at the end
of the year.
And the stimulus measure is wrapped up with a $1.4 trillion funding bill, meaning the
government will be forced to shut down at midnight Monday if Trump does not sign
the bill.
The chaos comes in the final weeks of Trump's presidency, as he continues to insist
without evidence that the election of President-elect Joe Biden was
fraudulent, attacking Republicans who refuse to back his false claims.
It is highly unusual for a president to veto legislation that enjoys overwhelming
bipartisan support, but Trump has never shied away from flaunting tradition.
Late Wednesday he also vetoed the bill that funds defense operations, even as
lawmakers vow to return Monday to override his action and approve the measure.
They could do the same with the pandemic stimulus bill, but Trump could simply sit
on it, meaning it cannot take effect.
That would kick it to the new Congress that takes office January 3 to vote on the
package again, but not before the economy suffers even more damage.
Recent data have shown worrying signs that the world's largest economy is faltering
after the sharp rebound in the third quarter fueled by the $2.2 trillion CARES Act that
Congress approved in late March, just as the pandemic restrictions were taking hold.
Job losses have continued and new claims for unemployment insurance have
increased in four of the past six weeks, while consumer spending has slowed as
confidence wanes amid the spike in Covid-19 infections.
"We hope spending will stabilize in January and then begin to creep higher in
February, but the current picture is quite bleak," said Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon
Macroeconomics.
"We expect to see claims shooting over the one million mark by the first full week of
January," he said warning that "a sustained downward trend is unlikely before early
spring."

Pelosi Sets New Vote as GOP Foils Move on Trump’s $2,000 Checks
Billy House
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(Bloomberg) -- A surprise scuffle over pandemic relief is set to run up against a
crucial federal funding deadline next week as Democrats side with President Donald
Trump in his demand for $2,000 payments to most Americans and Republicans take
up his criticism of government spending.
Republicans on Thursday objected to House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer's attempt to
replace the $600 payments in the latest pandemic relief legislation with the $2,000
payments Trump said he wants. Democrats will try again Dec. 28, with a similar new
bill that will be put to a full vote on the House floor.
“House and Senate Democrats have repeatedly fought for bigger checks for the
American people, which House and Senate Republicans have repeatedly rejected –
first, during our negotiations when they said that they would not go above $600 and
now, with this act of callousness on the Floor,” House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said in a
statement Thursday.
© Bloomberg Pandemic Relief Deal Near As Lawmakers End Fed Impasse
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The standoff over stimulus payments comes after months of intense negotiations
finally yielded a compromise to inject $900 billion into the U.S. economy -- including
forgivable loans for small businesses, supplemental unemployment benefits, support
for renters facing eviction and funds for vaccine distribution. Those measures were
combined with $1.4 trillion in annual government spending, and now the entire
package is in limbo.

Although Trump hasn’t explicitly said he would veto the legislation, if he doesn’t sign
the bill by Monday night, the government -- now operating under temporary funding
-- would begin a partial shutdown starting on Tuesday. The House may attempt to
pass another stopgap funding measure on Monday if Trump hasn’t acted.
The president tweeted a video Tuesday criticizing the $2.3 trillion bill. His call for
$2,000 payments, which most Republicans rejected as too costly, surprised GOP
lawmakers. Trump left Washington Wednesday to spend Christmas at his Florida golf
club.
“Republicans in Congress and the White House can’t agree on what they want,”
Hoyer told reporters Thursday at the Capitol. “Surely, the president of the United
States, whether he is in Mar-a-Lago or someplace else, ought to empathize with the
suffering and apprehension and deep angst people are feeling this Christmas Eve.”
Senator Roy Blunt, a member of the GOP leadership, said there were not enough
Republican votes in the Senate to pass the $2,000 payments.
“I hope the president looks at this again and reaches that conclusion that the best
thing to do is to sign the bill,” Blunt told reporters.
The House will reconvene Monday to vote on the Cash Act, a bill introduced by Ways
and Means Chairman Richard Neal to increase stimulus checks to $2,000.
Republicans on Thursday tried to seek unanimous consent on a measure to examine
taxpayer money spent on foreign aid, but Democrats blocked that move.
In his complaint Tuesday about Congress’s combined virus aid and government
spending bill, Trump criticized federal resources spent on international programs,
even though such spending was included in his budget and was allocated as part of
the bipartisan appropriations process.
Trump’s conflict with Congress further escalated this week with his veto Wednesday
of the National Defense Authorization Act, which passed both chambers by large
bipartisan margins earlier this month.
The House plans to vote to override Trump’s veto Monday, with the Senate following
suit on Tuesday. It would be the first time Congress overrules Trump.

Ocasio-Cortez’s Demand for $2,000 Checks Gets Trump Boost
Jarrell Dillard

Democrats also want pandemic stimulus payments above $600

Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and other progressive Democrats have
found an unlikely ally in their call for larger stimulus checks to help Americans
weather the pandemic: President Donald Trump.
After years of demonizing them as socialists, Trump effectively sided with
progressives as he demanded that Congress revisit the just-passed coronavirus
package to boost individual payments to $2,000. Democrats seized on the moment,
with Ocasio-Cortez saying she had legislation ready to go and challenging
Republicans to join them.
Congress’s progressive caucus, led by Washington Representative Pramila Jayapal,
have for months been calling for larger direct payments, which some Democrats have
rebranded as “survival checks.”
“$600 was never going to be enough for people to withstand this crisis,” Jayapal
tweeted Wednesday. “It’s time to send out $2,000 survival checks as quickly as
possible -- and make them recurring.”
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said she would seek unanimous support in the House
Thursday on a similar bill to replace the $600 in the current bill with the $2,000
stimulus payments Trump demanded. House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy told
Republicans in a private call Wednesday that Pelosi’s move would fail.
If Republicans block Thursday’s attempt, Democrats plan to vote Monday on a new
measure introduced by Ways and Means Chairman Richard Neal that would also
increase the pandemic payments to $2,000.
Still, Trump’s support for larger payments bolsters progressives’ demand -- if not in
this round of coronavirus relief, then in the next package Congress tries to pass after
Joe Biden is sworn in as president.
Deficit Concerns
Earlier this month, 17 members of the Congressional Progressive Caucus sent
a letter to to lawmakers calling for unemployment insurance to be extended for at
least six months and for recurring direct payments of at least $2,000.
It wasn’t just Democrats who pushed for larger payments to individuals. Conservative
Senator Josh Hawley said he wanted at least $1,200. Hawley teamed up with
progressive Senator Bernie Sanders to push for larger payments, but their bill was
blocked by Republican Senator Ron Johnson.
This puts McConnell in a difficult spot, between Trump, who in effect is backing
progressive demands for larger payments, and most Senate Republicans, who have
started voicing concerns about the federal deficit.
Throughout the intense negotiations on the virus-relief package, McConnell
recognized the political appeal of providing direct payments. Earlier this month, he
urged his fellow Republicans to get behind the current relief package in part to help
the two Georgia GOP incumbents, David Perdue and Kelly Loeffler, seeking
re-election in the Jan. 5 runoffs that will determine control of the Senate. McConnell

told Republicans in a closed meeting that Democrats were hammering them on
political messaging tied to pandemic relief.
If Democrats manage to win both Georgia races, the Senate would be split 50-50,
giving Democrats the majority with Vice President Kamala Harris’s tie-breaking
vote.
‘Every Tool’
Progressives have made it clear that they expect the new Congress to pass another
relief package next year once Biden takes office.
Jayapal said the scale of aid should be at least $3 trillion -- a figure more than the
past two relief packages combined -- and up to $4 trillion. She believes another round
of stimulus will still be needed even if Congress amends the current relief package for
direct payments to make it $2,000.
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Lawmakers’ top priority will be to work with the new administration “to pass a
robust relief bill that actually meets the scale of this crisis,” she tweeted Monday.
“Congress did its job this week and I can -- and I must -- ask them to do it again next
year,” Biden said on Tuesday. He declined to specify a size for the package he wants,
but he did voice support for more aid to state and local authorities.
Even if Democrats manage to win control of the Senate, the party would have very
slim majorities -- complicating the prospects for major legislation.
In the House, Pelosi will have a smaller majority next year after several Democratic
incumbents lost to Republicans. The narrow margin means she will either need the
support of some Republicans or nearly all House Democrats to pass any legislation -potentially giving progressives more leverage to make demands.

Jayapal recognized the challenges of getting progressive priorities through a
narrowly divided Congress, but she said Democrats will use every avenue for the
ambitious action she said is necessary. This could include a fast-track process for
budget bills that would only require a simple majority in the Senate, not the 60-vote
threshold needed to get around a filibuster.
“The reality is we will have to use every tool in the toolbox from administrative
actions, budget reconciliation and legislative action to make sure that we are actually
addressing the crisis that we’re in,” she said.

McConnell, GOP Face Splits With Trump Over Relief, Defense
Laura Davison and Billy House

Congressional Republicans, led by Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, face
high-stakes decisions in coming days over two giant pieces of bipartisan legislation
that President Donald Trump savaged this week.
Trump on Wednesday vetoed a $740.5 billion annual defense spending bill, which
passed both chambers of Congress with greater than two-thirds majorities earlier this
month. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi plans a vote to override that veto next week, with
McConnell’s office pledging guidance on his intentions after the House acts.
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Also in play is a mammoth $2.3 trillion Covid-19 relief and government funding bill,
which Trump attacked Tuesday for including “wasteful” spending and for having
insufficient stimulus checks.
House Republicans blocked a bid Thursday by Majority Leader Steny Hoyer to
increase the payments to $2,000 -- up from the $600 previously authorized.
Democrats blocked a Republican counter proposal that would repurpose foreign-aid
money in the portion of the bill to fund the government.

House GOP leader Kevin McCarthy, in a letter to colleagues on Wednesday night,
said Congress should “reexamine how our tax dollars are spent overseas,” even
though those provisions were part of a bipartisan appropriations process.
Democrats plan to vote Dec. 28 on new legislation to codify the $2,000 payments for
most American adults and children. They could also vote on another stopgap measure
to fund the government past the current spending deadline of midnight that day.
While that would avert a government shutdown if the Senate also passes it and the
president signs it, it is still unclear what Trump plans to do with the larger pandemic
relief and annual spending bill Congress passed Monday.
“We can only do in the House what we can do,” Hoyer told reporters Thursday. “we
are not going to let he government shutdown. We are not going to the let the
American people down from our perspective.”
David Popp, a spokesman for McConnell, didn’t respond to questions about Trump’s
call for increased direct payments and Pelosi’s plan to pursue this in the House.
Georgia Runoffs
How Republican leaders respond to Trump’s criticisms could affect the outcome of
the Jan. 5 Georgia runoff elections that will determine control of the Senate for the
next two years -- and whether McConnell will continue to oversee the flow of
legislation and political and judicial nominations in Washington. defense policy bill
on Wednesday, saying the legislation was a “gift” to China and Russia and failed “to
include critical national security measures.“
Trump wanted to attach to the defense measure an unrelated provision to eliminate
Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, which protects technology
companies from liability for most content published by their users. He had also
criticized the legislation because it contained a provision for renaming military
installations that honor Confederate generals.
‘Vital’ Bill
The chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, Jim Inhofe, said the defense
bill is “vital to our national security and our troops.” Inhofe, an Oklahoma
Republican, said Trump’s complaints about technology liability could be addressed in
different legislation.
“I hope all of my colleagues in Congress will join me in making sure our troops have
the resources and equipment they need to defend this nation,” Inhofe said in a
statement shortly after Trump vetoed the bill.
The bill, which includes military pay raises, hazard pay and health benefits for
soldiers, has successfully cleared Congress for the past 59 years.
Lawmakers’ plans to override Trump’s defense bill veto next week will be the first
time Trump is overruled by Congress. If Trump vetoes the combined pandemic relief

and spending bill, that could be the second. Trump has rejected several bills during
his tenure, but Congress has yet to successfully override any of his vetoes.
GOP Divisions
The decision about whether to expand the stimulus payments will also highlight
growing political division in Trump’s party, splitting populists eager for more direct
aide, like Senator Josh Hawley, against fiscal conservatives, including Senator Pat
Toomey, who have been lobbying for months to keep the overall size of the stimulus
package under $1 trillion.
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer urged McConnell to take up a vote on the
larger payments in a tweet Wednesday.
Trump’s moves also complicate the campaign politics for Georgia Senators David
Perdue and Kelly Loeffler, who are seeking to ward off Democratic challengers Jon
Ossoff and Raphael Warnock. A double win for Democrats would give them control of
the Senate, albeit only through the tie-breaking vote of Kamala Harris as vice
president.
Earlier: Trump Jams GOP as Defense Veto Threat Hangs Over Senate Runoffs
Warnock and Ossoff have backed bigger payments, and dared their opponents to do
the same.
Loeffler stopped short of specifically calling for $2,000 payments, saying at an event
Wednesday that she supports “redirecting any wasteful spending to be very targeted
at families and businesses who have been impacted by this virus.”
The president has given Democrats an opportunity, by pitting himself against
arguments put forward by his own party, said Gordon Gray, the director of fiscal
policy at the right-leaning American Action Forum.
“For Pelosi and Schumer, it was never a problem with them to have higher rebates,
so they are happy to put McConnell and McCarthy on the spot and cause problems
for the Georgia delegation,” Gray said.
“Fundamentally, the president has abdicated his responsibility. He was completely
disengaged from the process.”

Biden ally Larry Summers, a former treasury secretary, said $2,000
stimulus checks would be a 'serious mistake' that could overheat the
economy
Samuel Horti
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Former US treasury secretary Larry Summers told Bloomberg on Friday that
$US2,000 stimulus checks for Americans would be a "pretty serious mistake."
Summers, who was reportedly an adviser to President-elect Joe Biden's
campaign, said boosting consumer spending was the wrong route to economic
recovery.
The checks could overheat the US economy, he told Bloomberg.
US President Donald Trump has so far refused to sign a pandemic relief bill
containing $US600 checks for Americans, saying the checks should be
$US2,000 instead. The Democrats support larger checks.

Larry Summers, the former US treasury secretary who has reportedly advised
President-elect Joe Biden, thinks $US2,000 stimulus checks would be a "pretty
serious mistake" that could overheat the US economy.
Congress approved a $US2.3 trillion pandemic relief package containing $US600
checks for struggling Americans on Monday. On Thursday, US President Donald
Trump called for $US2,000 checks instead, and he has refused to sign the bill.
Democrats support these larger checks, and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi plans to
hold a vote on them Monday.
Summers, who was treasury secretary at the end of Bill Clinton's presidency and
director of the National Economic Council at the start of Barack Obama's
administration, told Bloomberg it'd be better to have stimulus than not â€" but that

promoting consumer spending through individual checks was the wrong way to keep
the economy moving.
He said he was "not even sure I'm so enthusiastic about the $US600 checks," let alone
$US2,000 ones. The bill "probably would pay out $US200 billion to $US250 billion a
month for the next three months," Summers said.
"The level of compensation is running about $US30 billion a month below what we
would have expected it would. GDP is running about 70 billion a month below what
we would have expected it would ... We have stimulus already, much more than filling
out the hole," he said.
"And given that lots of the hole is not from the fact that people don't want to spend,
but because they can't spend â€" they can't take a flight or go to a restaurant â€" I
don't necessarily think that the priority should be on promoting consumer spending
beyond where we are now," he said.
Handing $US2,000 checks to Americans would be a "pretty serious mistake that
would risk a temporary overheat," he added.
Summers was advising the Biden campaign this year, Bloomberg reported, but will
not take a role in the Biden administration. Progressive groups in May urged Biden to
drop Summers, criticizing the former treasury secretary's economic policy record.
Democrats appear united behind the idea of larger stimulus checks, and a
Democratic attempt to advance them was blocked by House Republicans Thursday.
Progressive Democrats, in particular, reacted positively to Trump saying the $US600
checks were not enough.
"When you see the two extremes agreeing, you can almost be certain that something
crazy is in the air," Summers said, adding that when Sen. Bernie Sanders and Trump
are aligned, it's "time to run for cover."

Trump again calls for $2,000 checks as Covid aid bill remains in flux
NBC

WASHINGTON, DC - DECEMBER 12: U.S. President Donald Trump gives a thumbs
up as he departs on the South Lawn of the White House, on December 12, 2020 in
Washington, DC. Trump is traveling to the Army versus Navy Football Game at the
United States Military Academy in West Point, NY. (Photo by Al Drago/Getty Images)
President Donald Trump on Friday continued to push raising the amount of direct
payments the massive Covid stimulus package should provide to Americans, but gave
no indication on whether he would sign or veto the existing bill.
"Made many calls and had meetings at Trump International in Palm Beach, Florida.
Why would politicians not want to give people $2000, rather than only $600? It
wasn't their fault, it was China. Give our people the money!" Trump tweeted.
Lawmakers on Friday were still waiting to see how Trump would proceed with the
year-end spending and $900 billion Covid-19 relief package that passed both
chambers of Congress earlier this week. That bill included a new round of $600 direct
payments and help for jobless Americans, families and businesses struggling in the
pandemic.
Trump has condemned the bill, saying it includes too many provisions that have
nothing to do with the pandemic and that it is too stingy with payments to average
Americans.
Following Trump’s initial comments Tuesday about wanting to raise the payment
amount per individual to $2,000, House Democrats on Thursday rushed to schedule a
vote to increase the payments as the president demanded. But Republicans killed the

bill, throwing into further doubt the future of any imminent financial relief for
millions of struggling Americans.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has said that House Democrats would vote Monday on a
standalone bill that would provide direct payments to Americans of $2,000 a person.
Trump's comments Tuesday sent Washington spiraling into chaos after lawmakers
had spent months hashing out a deal on the largest piece of legislation of the year,
and it left many frustrated that Trump had waited so long to voice his concerns after
largely having sat out the negotiation process.
Before Trump spoke, all signs and expectations had been that he intended to sign the
measure as soon as it landed on his desk. White House aides also said as much. A top
Senate Republican urged Trump on Thursday to sign the bill, while adding that he did
not support raising the payments.
"The best way out of this is for the president to sign the bill, and I still hope that's
what he decides to do," Roy Blunt of Missouri, chairman of the Senate Republican
Policy Committee, told reporters.
Asked whether a bill to increase direct payment checks from $600 to $2,000 would get
the 60 votes needed to pass in the Senate, Blunt said, "It would not."
The legislation already passed by Congress includes two bills that were combined:
One was the Covid-19 relief and stimulus bill, and the other was a large spending bill
to fund the government through September.
If the spending bill is not enacted, the government will have to start shutting down
beginning Tuesday.

Trump once again calls for $2,000 second stimulus check. Could it
happen? The status now
Jessica Dolcourt

On Christmas Day, President Donald Trump took to Twitter to once again push for
a $2,000 second stimulus check instead of the $600 payment authorized in the $900
billion stimulus bill passed overwhelmingly by Republican and Democratic
lawmakers earlier this week.

Provided by CNET Americans' stimulus package is once again in trouble. Here's the
situation with a second stimulus check. CNET
"Made many calls and had meetings at Trump International in Palm Beach, Florida.
Why would politicians not want to give people $2000, rather than only $600? It
wasn't their fault, it was China. Give our people the money!" Trump tweeted,
after reportedly golfing with Sen. Lindsey Graham.
It's just the opening Democrats have been looking for to negotiate a larger package,
with larger direct payments for more Americans. As it stands now, the calculations
built into the $600 ceiling would disqualify many Americans from a second stimulus
check.
The House of Representatives will vote Dec. 28 on a bill (PDF) to authorize a second
stimulus check for up to $2,000 per qualified adult. There's just one problem. This
bill isn't expected to pass the Senate, leaving the fate of a second stimulus check -and the entire $2.3 trillion bill to jointly fund COVID-19 relief and government
operations in 2021 -- once again teetering on the edge.

Sarah Tew/CNET
Dec. 28 is the same day the federal government once again faces a shutdown, unless
yet another stopgap bill passes Congress to keep the lights on.
The trouble began Tuesday when President Donald Trump derided the second
stimulus check's $600 per person upper cap as "ridiculously low" and asked Congress
to amend the bill to an upper limit of $2,000 instead, indicating he wouldn't sign the
stimulus bill into law without Congress meeting his condition.
Trump has not outright said he would veto or decline to sign the bill. But on Saturday,
critical federal unemployment benefits have already lapsed, leaving millions without
a financial lifeline. The federal eviction ban ends Dec. 31, and other programs
providing support to Americans on the brink will evaporate.
The nearly 5,600-page stimulus-and-funding bill was flown to Trump at his
Mar-a-Lago Club in Palm Beach, Fla., where he is expected to stay until at least Jan.
1. Trump could sign the bill there. The bill's COVID-19 segment that contains
the second stimulus check and the segment that funds the federal government passed
Congress as a unit and cannot be separated.
If the president would veto the bill, Congress would have time to try to override the
veto. But if the president just lets the bill sit on his desk without signing it, it would
simply die when the current congressional term expires on Jan. 3. This would force
the new Congress to start the process all over again.
"I think a lot of people both within the White House and in the Republican party on
Capitol Hill, as well as Democrats, hope that he calms down and simply signs the bill
very quietly, and doesn't say anything about it," Politico chief economic
correspondent Ben White told CNBC.

A Republican leader in the Senate, Roy Blunt of Missouri, agrees. "The best way out
of this is for the president to sign the bill and I still hope that's what he
decides," Blunt said Thursday, according to The Hill.
Monday, Dec. 28, will mark House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's second attempt to raise
the second stimulus check ceiling from $600 to $2,000 per person, after a method
known as unanimous consent was blocked by House Republicans on Thursday. House
Democrats also rejected a Republican request for unanimous consent during the same
short session, leaving both sides to regroup.
"If the President is serious about the $2,000 direct payments, he must call on House
Republicans to end their obstruction," Pelosi said Thursday in a statement.
"On Monday, I will bring the House back to session where we will hold a recorded
vote on our stand-alone bill to increase economic impact payments to $2,000...
Hopefully by then the President will have already signed the bipartisan and bicameral
legislation to keep government open and to deliver coronavirus relief."
While we closely follow the situation, read on for more information about the $2,000
stimulus check amount (the figure was advanced by a number of Democrats in
mid-2020), the scenarios that could play out next and what we know about a third
stimulus check for 2021. This story is updated often with new information.
That $2,000 stimulus check figure isn't new
Since spring, several Democrats have suggested a $2,000 stimulus check, including
Vice President-elect Sen. Kamala Harris, Sens. Bernie Sanders and Ed Markey and
one-time presidential hopeful (and now New York mayoral hopeful) Andrew Yang.
Some supporters of this figure have even suggested sending checks on a monthly
rather than a one-time basis.
Sign or don't sign? What Trump could do from here
There's a lot of dialog around this right now, but here are some possibilities,
simplified:
 Trump could sign the $900 billion anyway. The stimulus bill and 2021 funding
bill are linked.
 Trump could make good on his threat by actively vetoing the stimulus
package.
 He could passively decline to sign it (aka a pocket veto). If Congress doesn't
deliver the full bill to Trump by the end of the day, they would not be projected
to have enough time to overrule the veto. This would take a two-thirds
majority vote in both the Senate and House of Representatives, a margin both
chambers already cleared, but may not have time to vote on.
 If the bill fails, the new term of Congress, which begins Jan. 3, would need to
start over fresh.
Biden is already prepping for a third stimulus check
Most US leaders seem to see the $900 billion stimulus bill as a stepping stone to a
larger relief package in 2021, one that may include a third stimulus check and other
provisions that Republicans and Democrats agreed to leave out this round in order to
pass a critical deal.

"This bill is just the first step, a down payment, in addressing the crisis -- crises, more
than one -- that we're in," President-elect Joe Biden said Tuesday, emphasizing
that he would like to see a third stimulus check.
If the $900 billion stimulus bill becomes law, how quickly could benefits go out?
Aid would likely begin to go out within a week or two after the bill officially passes,
with certain funding programs possibly receiving financial help before the end of
2020.
On Monday, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin gave next week as the target for
sending payments via direct deposit to people who qualify for a second stimulus
check to receive their payment, intended to bring direct cash flow to tens of millions
of Americans. And the $300 unemployment checks are slated to restart as soon as Dec.
26.
If there's a delay signing the bill, the timeline could shift, since agencies need time to
set up their processes and communicate with recipients about what they need to do or
expect.
You can calculate your second stimulus check total now. Here's which payment group
you might be in. Here's what we know about how quickly we think the IRS could send
a second stimulus check, and here are more details about weekly unemployment
insurance.

Provided by CNET A vote on the new stimulus package could come soon. Sarah
Tew/CNET
Why wasn't a $1,200 or $2,000 second stimulus check part of the package?
A second stimulus check has had wide bipartisan support ever since the CARES Act
passed. Over the last several months, everyone from Trump and Biden to members of
Congress, economists and everyday people have advocated for another direct
payment.

Last week, Trump called for "more money than they're talking about" in stimulus
checks, as large as $1,200 or $2,000 per person. Aides reportedly convinced him at
the time that making such demands would jeopardize a stimulus bill, The Washington
Post reported.
Although many favor a $1,200 direct payment in theory, a second smaller stimulus
check has helped keep costs below the $1 trillion cutoff that Republican lawmakers
have in the past said they'd support.
Stimulus checks aren't cheap. The IRS said this summer that it had spent $270 billion
sending out 160 million checks, and on Monday, Sen. Mitt Romney, a Republican who
has been involved in crafting the bipartisan stimulus proposal, forecast a cost of $300
billion if the checks were once again included for $1,200 per person. Republicans
reportedly bridled at the cost.
A variety of factors could have contributed to a second stimulus check making its way
into the final bill at all, from popular opinion and presidential preference to
complicated negotiations that trimmed $160 billion from elsewhere, enough for a
smaller stimulus check than before.
For more information about stimulus checks, here's how soon you might get your
second stimulus check now, what you should do to speed up the delivery of a potential
second check and what to know about the HEALS, CARES and Heroes stimulus bill
proposals that could help inform a final package.

